
A  slideshow  prepared   
by  Pascal  Marquet 

and  many  contributors,  
thank  you  all! 



A levels/High school (Bac.) at the age of 16!

He joined Polythechnique at the age of 18! 

(he was better ranked  23rd  at the ENS-Ulm)

He chose the Météo in spite of his rank of 8th 

when leaving Polythechnique 

Two old CURRICULUM  VITAE 

written by  Jean-François:
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 Jean-François himself  

practicing judo (Radmila)

(Radmila)

Jean-François won a

  silver medal at 16 years old  

in judo (1966  European

vice-champion) 

  He won a French 

Gold medal at 17 years 

old  (1967)

  Jean-François liked to play sports!
(decathlon, and here judo)



Jean-François 

       himself   
practicing 

shot put 

Jean-François was the 1969 champion

of shot put (“lancer du poids”)

at 19 years old and for Polythechnique

(Radmila)

(French military high schools

athletics competition) 

A real athlete!



Emanuel Legrand

An anecdote about the 4x100m : 

the only place for Jean-François was on the 

opposite straight line (the second leg), 

because he was too heavy to start

quickly… and to be a "bend runner"

over the oval track! 

 Jean-François  

himself  practicing

the long jump 



Credit: Radmila

Dominique, Jean-François’ Brother

The rumor is confirmed: 

Jean-François and his brother met 

Guy Drut (the future Olympic gold medalist 

in Montreal, also born in 1950 in Oignies,

in the same region in the north of France)…

they competed together in inter-club athletics! 



Alain Craplet

He remembers that he and his classmates at

the Polytechnic school, during a class with a 

view of the athletic track, were more

fascinated by Jean-François' “pole vaulting” 

("saut à la perche") trials than by what 

the teacher said!



A timeline maintained by Jean-François 

(starting in 1971)

  2 April 1973: start Guest student at the

University of Mainz (Germany) 

  1st  July1976: start  ECMWF

  4th Dec. 1982: back to France (Paris, CRMD)

  Entrance at the French “National

                  Meteorology” (4  Oct. 1971, age of 21). 



The words and 
thoughts of

Jean-François.

I consider that I then lost any advanced 

specialization in a given field, having 

a rather particular profile from this point of  

view in the international NWP community.

At the University of Mainz (1973-75),  I first
specialised in radiation parameterisation, 

which remains one of my favourite subjects, 
 then in one-dimensional models on the vertical, 

to gradually broaden my field of expertise 
to include all physical parameterisations,

and then to the problem of 
numerical prediction taken as a whole.

At the end of the polytechnic school (1971), 
I entered the French National Meteorology 
essentially because I wanted to be sure of 

doing scientific and technical work in a great 
State Agency and, if possible, with a 

strong international component. 



Jean-François became soon a specialist

of the radiation codes: here his first

course in 1975!  (in French)



Jean-François became soon a specialist

of the radiation codes: here his first

course in 1975!  (in French)…

Would you be interested in a copy?



Jean-François loved G.O.T., 
(Game of Thrones) and he could 
have given evil advice to writers !

The words and 
thoughts of

Jean-François.

Don't try to convince someone with too much
force, because either he will think about it

 afterwards with a time delay,  and then it's not 
a bad thing that he had a bit of a bad conscience 

when he starts to change his mind,
or he persists in his denial, and it would need

such other things to make him change his mind!

Pascal Marquet
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Start of the ARPEGE project in November 1987

Already with the goals: 4D-Var, semi-lagrangian, 
full water cycle, standardisation, diagnostics



Jean-François was already the head of the CRMD
and the  effective head of the parameterization 

team…  a little bit like in GMAP !

With already many people next at (or close to)
GMAP: Alain Joly, Karim Yessad, Ryad El-  

Khatib, Jean-Marc Audoin, Philippe Arbogast, 
Jean Coiffier, Isabelle Beau, …  

With many other people already at Prévi-Num or in 
next  “CRMD/Prévi-Num” ARPEGE team (1989-91):

Philippe Courtier (return from ECMWF in 1989),
P.  Moll, Y. Bouteloup, F. Rabier, C. Freydier, 
Ph. Caille, E. Bazile, J.-M. Piriou, J. Clochard,

P. Marquet,  R. Pelletier, P. Benichou, F. Dupont, 
M.-C. Pierrard, L. Labbé, S. Malardel, 

F. Taillefert, …



A 3D-Var as a transition toward the 4D-Var…
A risky idea: the variable-resolution model!

(with Schmidt’s paper suggested by B. Machenauer)
Meso-scale and Climate, without limited area model



Catherine Freydier

We went down with Jean-François in the 

tunnels of Alma (Paris) to pick pallets of papers

for Laser Printers... when we took one pallet, 

each, Jean-François took 3 pallets at once! 



  Jean-François with Maurice         

Imbard at a workshop in 1988

(Boulder, Colorado, USA)

About the ancestor of ALADIN 
(PERIDOT) and a “new

model” to come: ARPEGE !



It was a time without Internet, without PC, without
USB nor even floppydisk: only with “punch cards”! 

(like this one from a program of Jean-François) No PDF files: just LISTING with hundredth of pages!

Ex.: the start of a program “RETOCA” (1988)   from the “real” sphere to the “computation” sphere

The good old days?



I can not stress strongly enough how my early 

years a scientist in the field of meteorology 

were influenced by Jean-Francois.

Bodo and Jean-François 
(International Radiation Symposium 

Lille on 18-24 August 1988)

Bodo Ritter   and   J.-F. Geleyn   (MWR, 1992) :      
                  “A comprehensive radiation scheme…”

When J.-F. visited my Professor W. Zdunkowski at 

Mainz in 1982, I was a student not even aware of 

ECMWF! However, J-F's enthusiasm was infectious 

and he trained me for the interview, and I got the job!

I



Bodo and Jean-François 
(International Radiation Symposium 

Lille on 18-24 August 1988)

I

Jean-François was an extremely dedicated scientist, 

overflowing with ideas, knowledge, experience

     and willingness to share everything 

with those people prepared to join him. 

He was a  kind of mentor for me.

Bodo Ritter   and   J.-F. Geleyn   (MWR, 1992) :      
                  “A comprehensive radiation scheme…”

I realy enjoyed working with J-F.

My personal impression was, and is, that J.-F. 

was one of the most, if not the most important

developers of the ECMWF model at that time.



The aim of J.-F.: to transform the physics of 
EMERAUDE (here YTQSAT, G. Rochas, 1983) 

into the ARPPEGE (1989)  project framework

EM
ERAUDE

YTQSAT



The draft code of 
Jean-François  

J.-
F.’s

    
 co

de
…

EM
ERAUDE

YTQSAT



ARPEGE

J.-
F.’s

    
 co

de
…

YTQSAT
ACTQSAT

EMERAUDE



       Jean-François with Kerry in        

        Cambridge MIT  (fall of 1990) Credit:  Kerrry  Emanuel

I was so upset to hear about 

Jean-Francois's passing. 

He hosted me on my sabbatical 

at  Météo-France at  CNRM/GMAP  

in 1992,  and before that had visited 

me (here) in Cambridge in 1990.

Kerry Emanuel



Example of  hand-written old computations 

of  Jean-François (1988-89 or so)

dealing with the moist-air thermodynamics,

with “effective enthalpy fluxes”…



Catherine Freydier

Jean-François insisted on accompanying me 

for the oral defense of my DEA (the former

name of M2) in 1990. He was accompanied 

by Philippe Courtier in his English 2CV ... 

but both of them on the same side of the car! 

… the impact of the weight of Science! 



Jean-François at a WGNE meeting.

Melbourne, Australia (1990)

--------------------------------------

During a tour to see

            the “Twelve apostles” → 

Credit:

William Bourke



Jean-François was proud to have inspired the 
persiflage contained in the hijacking of the 

acronym :
"Direction de la Météorologie Nationale“, 

in: MND = "Don't Model Nature" 
(conference in Toronto).

The words and 
thoughts of

Jean-François.

Jean-François wanted to avoid N.W.P. becoming 
a simple problem of work organization, and 

he wanted to believe that Science (with a 
capital S) could still intervene in it.



Jean-François was organizing both the

definition of “relevant constants for ARPEGE”

    (1989?  Michel Rochas asked him to do this)  

and a demand of  the AG of  CRMD for organizing  

separate “CRMD” and “ARPEGE” seminars!



Jean-François didn’t blame me when I chose

the 4D-var after school, despite his other

proposals. And I remember his big smile when

I showed him the first 4D-var runs of the

 1989 storm! (runs that counted for 4D-var

transition to operational use)

Jean-Noël Thepaut

1st International Data Assimilation,Symposium. 

Clermont-Ferrand,France (1990).
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 Hervé

Patrick

Florence

Thank you for the organization of this 2020 

day, Jean-François fully deserves it!



The words and 
thoughts of

Jean-François.

Jean-François wanted
to continue to be considered 

a "mathematician" by "physicists",
 and a "physicist" by "mathematicians".

Jean-François did not want to totally neglect 
the problem of publications, 

but did not want to make it a priority. 



Credit: 
Catherine Freydier
(internship with 

Jean-François
1991)

An academic study widely used to justify
(and reassure about) the “variable mesh” !

principle of  Schmidt  (1977)
and  Courtier & Geleyn (1988)

“variable mesh



Credit: Ryad El Khatib

... the more incredible thing 

is that J.-F. can immediately 

find  the right folder 

or piece of paper!

START of  GMAP

at TOULOUSE.

in October 1991.

Jean-François’  office  

at GMAP  (Toulouse)... 

Jean-François became

the head of both GMAP

and the ARPEGE Project 



Jean-François had been an ardent 

defender of my end-of-study internship 

and the construction of my FCPLR subject.

Vincent Guidard

A  picture during a ceremony at GMAP, 

with Jean-François and Jean Pailleux,

a picture modified to make a wallpaper

 in the mode: We want you!

Credit: 
Vincent Guidard

JOIN THE GMAP !



The name “ALADIN” could have been...

M.A.L.A.B.AR?

Malabar ("Strong Guy" in VO) is a superhero 

belonging to the Marvel Comics universe.

But Malabar is also a 

French chewing gum!

« Modèle et Assimilation Limitées 
en Aire Basées sur ARpege »



The name “ALADIN” could have been...

MALABAR?
« Modèle et Assimilation Limitées 

en Aire Basées sur ARpege »



The premises of ALADIN  (Paris  / spring 1991)



I greatly appreciated Jean-François’s integrity, 
honesty and his ability to get the best out of 

each and every one of his collaborators. 
 He had no preconceptions about other people, 

judging  them solely on their attitudes and abilities. 
He was an excellent leader, inspiring generations 

of scientists with his vision and enthusiasm.

Florence Rabier I had decided to return to Météo-France in 
1998, with the challenge of making progress in 

assimilating satellite data.
But 2 months before my return there was no position 
for me, and Jean-François arranged to make me one

 (by delaying the arrival of another researcher, 
with his agreement). 

I therefore owe a lot to Jean-François, not only 

for having welcomed me to do my thesis at GMAP 

but also for having made a special place for 

me on my return to France.



Many  "scientific testimonies" of Jean-François 
      exist, such as those for the end of the ARPEGE 

                                                   project (1994, above) 

and for his departure from GMAP (2003)

The invitation from André Lebeau (President 
of Météo-France) for a 1994 cocktail reception
for the first “operational forecast of ALADIN". 



Documentations were often
missing… 

Sometimes we had to rely
on footnote on listings
to know what to do!

Listings were
important!

Eric Bazile



The words and 
thoughts of

Jean-François.

What Jean-François didn't know how to do: 

- reduce his activities to less than twenty things 
to deal with, more or less in parallel!

- deny his convictions, even when they lead 
him to deadlock and/or isolation  at work

- avoid making comparisons and finding new 
subjects to work on, by putting together 

information that didn't necessarily 
want to meet!



The words and 
thoughts of

Jean-François.

What Jean-François didn't know how 
to  avoid doing  (according to him): 

- forget to “turn his tongue seven times 
in his mouth” when he did not agree with 

what was said in a meeting... 

- to appear as a pain to people working on 
the same subjects!



Jean-François was a character in a book !
by Jean-Michel Riou (Flammarion, 2000)

(the book 
of  Patricia)

 Jean-François was a mixed of  “J.-F. Klein” 
(a forecaster) and  “Guillaume Jeanfranc”: 
“a specialist in modelisation”, “a tenor !”

  a real-life experience: sneaking among
piles of paper stacked on the floor,

 chairs an radiators!

  a blackboard completely blackened
with Jeanfranc's handwriting…



Jean-François at Reyjavik (2000)  with Eric Bazile

 (pouring days and trekking without  rain clothes!)     

Credit: Eric Bazile



ALATNET Radostovice / Czech Republic 

15-26 May 2000 

Seminar on High resolution modelling.



ALATNET Gourdon / France 

11-22 June 2001

 Seminar on Data Assimilation.



The caricature of Jean-François, 
among those made for many 
GMAP people in the 2000’s



Jean-François at the 2002  General Assembly 
of the “SMF”

 (Société  Météorologique  de France ) 



“The denial of novelty is  one of the best shared 
things in the world”, to parody another quote.

( likely: « Le bon sens est la chose du monde la 
mieux partagée. » – Descartes)

The words and 
thoughts of

Jean-François.

You can't win every time when you're 
trying to see the scope of a new idea.

Pascal Marquet



A  photo  of  the 
“JMAP”,  a gift in 

the form of a GMAP 
“goose game” 

(and Shapiro’s fronts)

offered in 2002 for 
Jean-François' 

departure  to Prague

This is only a picture
 of the board, 

as the game itself 
is unique!

Credit: 
Ryad El Khatib



After some calculations, the answer 
of Jean-François was:

“ The Numerical Weather Forecasting
is very motivating, because we gain

about one tenth of a second of 
Predictability per working day! ” 

The words and 
thoughts of

Jean-François.
When the faculty of Toulouse asked us to

justify the “societal costs of searchers 
by the benefits they bring” ... 

Jean Marcel Piriou



 ALATNET Kranjska Gora / Slovenia

27 May - 1 st June 2002

Seminar on Data Assimilation

Workshop on scientific results  

17 October 2003



April  2004

(CHMI, Praha)

October  2002

(CHMI, Praha)



Bucarest 

Romania 

April 20, 2004

(Cornel 

SOCI’s PhD)



15° ALADIN workshop

June 2005



Jean-François at  Bruxells (2008)     

Credit: Eric Bazile

A photo of Jean-François from the 
Trombinoscope  of ALADIN



Jean-François happy at Toulouse (December 2008) at Le May restaurant 

with  Jan Barkmeijer  and  Jean-Marcel Piriou        

Credit: Eric Bazile



Some people think that scientific work should 
take  place in a "teddy-bear world", where 

everybody has to admire everybody, 
otherwise it's no fun...

But that's certainly not the way it works!

The words and 
thoughts of

Jean-François.

Jean-François realized that his strengths 
lay more in a solid dose of Cartesian training 

and a good ability to synthesize 
than in intuition or working power!



A dinner with Jean-François
at Prag, (2009)

during the COST-ES0905 program

Credit: Peter Bechtold

Credit: Peter Bechtold



ALARO-1 Working-Days
at Budapest (2010)



15th ALADIN General Assembly  / Prague

 14-15 Dec. 2010 /   The new "MoU4" was signed

20th anniversary of the kick-off 

of the ALADIN project. 



Unfortunately I never had the opportunity 
to collaborate with Jean-Francois. 

--------------------------------------------
But I always was very impressed by his

meticulous thermodynamic derivations as
published in the literature!

Stephan de Roode



Prague / 14-15 Dec. 2010

the tribute to Jean-François Geleyn,

retiring from ALADIN after 20 years!



Jean-François was proud to become in March 2011 

a professor at the department of  Physics and 

Astronomy of Ghent University, Belgium.



It was in the spring of 2011, I was asked to 

give a  presentation during the COST ES0905 

meeting in Cambridge.

I was hesitant to participate as my first-born child 

was only 4 weeks old, but I decided at the last minute    

 to join for 2 days. Full of anxiety that comes with being  

Jean-Francois picked up on this, and after my 

presentation he gave me a bouquet of flowers 

as a token of appreciation. I was stunned by 

this kindness, and I will never forget it.   

a first-time mother leaving your newborn behind, I must   

have appeared quite emotional.

Lisa Bengtsson



Jean-François (center) received on  
14 September 2011 the EMS Silver Medal

 
from Dominique Marbouty 

(on the left / the new EMS president)
and Fritz Neuwirth

 (on the right / the former President)

(Radmila)



ALARO Working Days

 Ljubljana, Slovenia / June 2012



The correction I proposed proved to be 
inappropriate and, after analysis, it was the 

“traditional story” of the 
“sledgehammer and the fly”!

-------------------------------------
I am stupid! I made a big big bug!!

The words and 
thoughts of

Jean-François.

… sometimes 
hard to 

understand ?

This confirms my suspicion that the difference 
is in the “explicit unidirectionality of 

the parameterization of the stress in this 
scheme.” 

Credit: Eric Bazile



Jean-François had found that the origin

of the name “Geleyn”  was in Kallo 

close to Antwerp (Anvers) in  Belgium. 

In March 2014 he asked me to drive him to

Anvers.   We search in the church … 

in the museum … finally he found the proof!

Piet Termonia



The great cake for the 

25th anniversary of  GMAP! 

(13 October 2016, CIC, Toulouse)

--------------------------------------

J.-F.  should  have  appreciated  it!

Credit: Pascal Marquet
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